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The bow rack eugene oregon

· Discussion Starter and #1 July 11, 2003 Don't buy from a nasal rack in Oregon. Some of you may remember the poblems I had with them back in February/March. Well, I sent them a line back, UNUSED, and told the owner that they would creidit back to my account. Well, after 3 months, he still hasn't been credited
back to my account. I called and spoke to the owner again and was told he would take care of it. He did the right thing. HE BLAMED ME AGAIN FOR IT! Now, I've been charged $76.00 for this line twice and it was sent back to them 4 months ago. When I called him over and asked why they charged me for it again, he
said: It's not our fault, it's the credit card company, we credited him back. I know there are a few from Oregon who will jump here and say what a great guy he is and that he will do everything for you, just like they did last time. Save your time and let him prove it to me. I'm unemployed right now and I need that $152.00.
Thank you Jeff I would set a record right on the line order of Mr. Jeff Holder on March 14. Mr. Holder ordered, and I quote: I would get a set of winners choosing strings/cables for Matthews Conquest. Line 97 7/16, and bus cable 43 . The order was mailed as soon as possible. Mr. Holder called me after getting the strings.
After some discussion I found that his camera had been changed to a standard max camera size. His bow needed 103 3/4 rows and 44 buses. Mini max lines and buses have been returned and correct lines in the mail. Some time passed, and a friend informed me that someone on the conversation thread wrote that
Bowe Rack had sent him the wrong line twice. I looked at Mr. Holder's number and asked him why he slandered us online when we sold him exactly what he asked for on both orders. Jeff's response was a draw was too long, so he shortened it by putting a string post in the shortest post line - and it wouldn't make the
weight. I informed Jeff that by putting a string on the shortest post he would drop the peak weight of the onion to about 8 pounds. Thes was not a line error. Jeff agreed that he would give up what he wrote online because he was unaware of the effects of the wheel time or tweaking the bow before his correct draw length.
He made no corrections. A few days later he called and said he sold his bow because it was too long to draw for him. He took off the lines and wanted a full refund. We gave him the money back. I install over 6,000 lines a year on both one camera and two camera bows. Wheel time, idle wheel lean, correct axis length
axis, and distance height brackets and camera positioning are all factors that are important for customization and accuracy with wide head flight. Mr. Holder wants me to prove something to him. Hopefully by this thread I demonstrated good customer service. I posted what he wanted, then No questions asked. Even
though it was a lack of knowledge on his part. After 13 years Archery is a pro shop, I love archery and bow hunting more every day and we work as hard as we can to be the best in what we do. It is a joy and a blessing to have such a large customer base. Jeff Im sorry if your unfortunate, if you went to our store we would
change your camera and worked with you to make sure the bow would fit you. Thank you, Wayne Endicott Bow Rack (en) For what it's worth, I've booked from Wayne in the past and he's a class act and his first-year service. Alpine archery of La Grande is loved by both locals and visitors to the city. Not only will you find
archery equipment like arrows, broadheads, baits, rests, releases, and attractions, but you'll also find plenty of other essential outdoor gear. If you're on the hunt, consider buying one of your knives, cards and packages. 0 results shown in all categories width flashvideo325height275 fileimmy in the return sheet Oh! What
an amazing, humiliating and exciting experience! Until last night, I know that I had never seen a standing room with only a crowd of nearly 600 bowhunters showing up to watch a bowhunting workshop. The fact that this happened in our quiet community on Friday night is even more surprising. So while the Eugene
Springfield area may not be the buzz of a big city, it's that we have legions of passionate bowhunters. I'll take passion for noise any day of the week! It all started a few months ago when my good friend and pro-store owner, Wayne Endicott, asked me if I would be a featured speaker at his 6th annual Bowhunting
Extravaganza. My first reaction was, argh, public speaking. I think everyone knows how hard it can be to get up on stage in front of a group of people. But, I hardly say Wayne is useless. He and his wife Lisa have been so supportive of me over the years, and because of this, my devotion has left me no choice. I said,
yes, let's do it. Sounds funny. At least I'd like to get to talk about something I love... bowhunting. However, at the back of my mind I was hoping maybe he would forget. He didn't. The good thing, I thought, not many would show up, especially since they would have to buy tickets to get through the door. I hear it can be
hard to draw a crowd in your hometown. It would be nice a little, discreet quirky to come together from a few bowhunting buddies. Earlier this week during my midday run, I swung at Bow Rack, as I often do, just to get an update on ticket sales for the event. Wayne said: We have about 70 left. I said, 70 left on what? 70
left until we get to the 500 limit. A what!!!! Then, being a shrewd business man he and talking guys the show was sold out, he found a way to get more chairs in place, and when he ran out of chairs last night, the guys had a drug foam goal to sit on or just stood in the back until there were almost 600 guys piled in for
Show. As for the venue, Wayne and Lisa spared no expense. A giant tent was needed this year and for my video presentation, Wayne rented a 10 x 14 screen and a top of the projector line. In previous years, this annual event was held on the indoor range bow Rack, which contains about 200 and the video was played
on a large TV screen. It was a small shock to me when I pulled around the corner heading to the store for the show and there was a line out the door and what looked like halfway down the block to get in. Wayne and Lisa had to really scramble to accommodate the mass, but the man he left without a hitch. The concert
reminded me of the huge archery shoot after I read about what used to happen back in Anderson Archery in Michigan years ago. With the popularity of bowhunting now, especially in the west here, I think Wayne's show will get even bigger and better every year! I have to say I, we, everyone in this area is so very lucky to
be a pro-shop like Bow Rack, since everyone behind the counter is professional from the word to go. I think of all the guys who don't have a good pro-shop shoot, get advice, check equipment or just tell stories. In fact Bow Rack does such a great job, hardcore bowhunters like Roy Roth order their arrows out of the store,



and even Guy Eastman and Nate Simmons, who live in Wyoming send their bows to Wayne to get them set up with the choice of winner strings, have fall-aways installed, paper set up, etc. That says a lot about the store right there. After I spoke, Wayne had a prank and gave away a ton of sweet gear, including 5 bows! It
put me in a giving mood myself. I gave Hoyt, whom I killed, to my biggest elk bull ever with the new onion hunter, Ben. Leading into my giveaway, I asked if there were any young guys in the audience who really wanted a bowhunt but haven't found a way to buy a bow yet? The pile raised my hands and I chose Ben
because he oozed enthusiastically and looked to be about the right size to shoot my 27 draw length Hoyt. It was one of the highlights of the night for me... he sure looked happy. I have to give a special shout, of course, everyone who showed up, old friends, new friends, friends by email, EBJ friends, etc. thank you, thank
you, thanks, (even EBJ field editor South Cox made a cameo - bowhunting buzz as it pulls them all the way from CA I guess?). But, my thanks come out especially Wayne, Lisa, their Bow Rack staff, Chris, Nick, Brad and Wayne's son, Nate - a man whose hard work and passion has made the event a huge success and
will undoubtedly help create interest in archery and build a sports bowhunting. Thank you as well as reps that appeared to answer questions and enjoy the scene, namely Gary Broadhead and Mitch McKay. And finally, Guy Harris is up for grabs some great pictures for me, my old, Tanner Hanes to run the video camera
and and Tracy and Taryn just for being there. Check here for a video of the festivities soon! Coming soon!
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